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Summary: A young man continues his sex education with older woman who becomes his mentor for all things sexual. Fourth in a series.


Discovery IV Chapter 2
(The Mentor)
by MUSE

(MF, Mg, Fb, fb, fbb, mbb, mgb, gg, Fgbb, Ffb - oral, anal, mast, ws)

Forty-eight hours off! With a sexy French woman to look forward to and her last words ringing in his ears, he showered and dressed in shorts and a polo shirt as she had requested.

She looked ravishing in an almost sheer summer dress. “Ready.” She asked\. It took some real effort to keep from getting a hardon as a reaction to her dress and perfume that made your mouth water in anticipation.

They started out on the Metro and changed trains twice. Somewhere in the outskirts of Paris, they emerged to a quiet street with a few shops and typical residential doorways that led either to walkups or the occasional ‘mini villa’ with a petite garden entrance. Not having paid much attention, he wasn’t sure of where they were and doubted that he could find his way back by himself. A green door beckoned them after a short walk and it opened to her knock.

A quiet woman in a red flowered dress led them down a dark hallway to a set of heavy curtains which she pulled aside. Inside the small area were a comfortable settee and a table with a decanter of wine and two glasses. Seated the woman closed the drapes and left them. With a finger to her lips visible in the dim table candle, she motioned for him to remain quiet and pointed to a brass railing in front of them.

The railing it was dark and nothing could be made out until a series of bright lights flooded a circular stage area complete with a large padded mattress of some sort. The circular area revolved slowly and was decorated with a naked woman eagerly sucking on an erect cock of a handsome young man. Mesmerized, his companion whispered lightly in his ear to just sit and enjoy both the stage and some wine handed him.


No other prompting was needed.  The sight and sound of a pretty young woman sucking lovingly on a stiff cock was enough to command his complete attention. Only after a few minutes and with the changing of positions of the two onstage did he notice other railings arrayed around the stage. None of the occupants could be seen due to the arrangement of lights, but he was sure none of them were empty.
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The male onstage was now lightly kissing his partner on the nape of her neck and stroking her body with soft caresses. A tiny shiver from goose bumps ran through the young woman’s body. There was no hurry and each movement seemed to last for a complete revolution of the stage. He could clearly see the wetness flowing from her sex as he gently spread her vaginal lips open and began to tease her clit. Her tongue was extended beneath the tip of his cock leaking fluid like the dripping of a faucet.

 
The settee was comfortable. The wine and warm hands of his mentor were moving slowly across his chest and legs. An ache in his groin was partially relieved by a pair of hands that pulled his zipper down and freed his stiffening cock. As the ‘show’ continued, the roaming hands on his body removed his shirt and the rest of his clothing. Only when she removed his socks and shoes did he realize that she was already naked next to him. Turning his attention to her, she put her finger to her lips and pointed back to the stage. With her holding his cock lightly and rubbing a breast against him, he became engrossed once again with the couple on stage. 

The young woman had her legs spread and was receiving the oral attention of her partner. A growing wet spot was spreading on the covering of the stage and soft moans were coming from her lips. The action inside the railing was making him uncomfortable as he was trying hard not to erupt in his mentor’s hands. “Does your pee pee feel good,” she asked in a lilting, childish voice. A soft moan was her reply. 

The cock onstage slowly entered the lubricated vagina and sank to its full length. Missionary style gave the various viewers an unobstructed view of her legs wrapped around his back; the sight of a cock sliding in and out and hairless balls nestled up tight against her ass at the end of the downward stroke.

A voice whispered in his ear to “let go,” and the mouth around his cock received his full measure of white, hot cum as the couple on stage climaxed.
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Clearly now, other groans and sucking sounds could be heard. Pulling out of her grasping vagina, a copious flow of white cum seeped out in small pulses. The young man moved off stage through a curtain and was replaced by three men sporting hard penises of varying sizes. One of them was quite large in both length and girth. 

He was drowning in lust. Turning to his companion on the settee, he attempted to return her favor but was once again turned back to the stage. “This is all for you,” she whispered. “We’ll have time for each other later.”

Looking back to the stage, he was in time to see the young woman impale herself on the large, long cock of the man lying on his back. White cum oozed around his cock and served to lubricate the piston that was entering her. Meanwhile, her oral administrations on the other tow cock presented to her were readying them for what everyone knew what was coming. 

A naked, young boy came out onstage and helped one of the others lube the young girl’s anal entry with some gel. With slow movements interspersed with pauses and more lubrication, the smaller of the two remaining cocks seated itself to its root in her ass. The third man remained with spread legs in front of her. His cock was the right height allowing her to suckle it at a comfortable angle to her head.

The young boy, instead of moving off stage, now lubed his small penis with some gel and seemed to be waiting for something. It came with a grunt from the owner of the large cock as he began slow movements in and out of the young girl’s vagina. The small boy got behind the man on top who was now locked in to the girl’s clenching ass and inserted his pee pee in the man’s ass. A groan of pleasure told everyone that this is what the man wanted.

With his own cock once again rock hard, the young man and his mentor behind the railing sought to satisfy themselves while continuing to watch the show before them. The mentor leaned slightly forward toward the railing and presented her ass to her ‘student.’ Swiping his cock in her wet vagina, he was about to press it home when she reached behind and aimed it at her anal opening. “Slowly,” was the word whispered to him as a bit of surprise crossed his face. She had lubricated her ass with some gel while he had been watching the stage! 

Reaching the full length of his cock buried in her, his mentor clamped down indicating her desire to have him stay in that position. On stage, the quartet remained still except for the large cock movements in the girl.

Around the stage some breasts and upper torsos could now be seen at railings as others attempted an imitation of the events onstage.

The first to cum was the young boy and with a high pitched groan of pleasure emptied his balls into the man’s anal canal. Cum dribbled from both his cock and the man’s ass. He walked over to a railing where someone had beckoned him. An upper torso with blond hair and breasts with hardened nipples sucked his pee pee into a waiting mouth.

Both of the men on top came at the same time. A chorus of pleasurable cries from the participants erupted with the ejaculating penises filling her ass and her mouth. Weak from pleasurable exhaustion, the man with cum leaking still from his ass sank down on the stage to rest. The other left through the curtain area.

Now, everyone’s attention was centered rigidly on the large cock pulsing in the young girl onstage. His movements had stopped as she literally took over, driving her vagina up and down on his thick cock. A very prolonged orgasm wracked her body and her partner obliged with a fire hose eruption of hot, white cum.

In the booth, the young man’s cock was clenched tightly by his mentor’s muscles. Finally, she sensed that he could last no more and relaxed a bit so his cock could stream out its creamy offering. A mixture of sweat and sperm trickled down their legs coating his balls. They wiped up using small hand towels on the table beside the settee.

Onstage, the young woman was being attended to by the tongues of several naked women. Inside the railings wine glasses were refreshed; chamber pots used and hand towels cast aside into wicker baskets nearby. The show was apparently not over; two young men brought a strange looking settee onstage. They were followed by three others including one holding the leash of a dog that stood about knee high.

The rest of the show was a blur of cocks, cum, sounds and sensations. Somewhere in between was the animal-like thrusting of his own cock into his mentor’s vaginal from behind while watching the dog onstage do the same to the young girl. Groans and screams of pleasure echoed everywhere and from everyone in a seemingly unending blend of bodies and fluids dripping and shooting and slurping.

Not sure of how he got home, the young man and his mentor collapsed into a deep sleep fro the next 10 hours. On waking and aching, a hot bath brought some relief and reality back into their lives.

End of Chapter 2 – Other chapters to follow soon.

The memories still bring a smile to my face and hardness to my cock.

